
Staff Report          PLUS Maintenance Fee Assessment Increase 
 
The Port LaBelle Utility System (PLUS) currently assesses a maintenance fee which 
appears on the tax bill for vacant lot owners within the PLUS service area.  These fees are 
used to maintain and repair the potable water system within the PLUS service area.  This 
service area consists of Port LaBelle and Banyan Village.  The current fee is $2 per 
month or $24 per year and only vacant lot owners where the water line was constructed 
by the County are assessed.  The vacant lot owners where the water line in front of their 
lot was constructed prior to County ownership of PLUS are not assessed. 

  
There have been numerous water main leaks discovered in the PLUS water distribution 
system that have been repaired.  The most recent discovery was on South Rosebud Circle. 
 PLUS staff is aware there are other leaks, but these leaks have yet to be discovered. 
  
In order to cover the cost to repair these leaks, the water loss, and to properly maintain 
the potable water system in compliance with the FDEP and SFWMD permits an increase 
in the assessment of the maintenance fee is required.  The PLUS Director, Mr. Roger 
Greer, proposes a increase of $1 per month or $12 per year for each vacant residential lot 
in which the County constructed a water line to provide service and an assessment of $3 
per month or $36 per year for each vacant residential lot in which the potable water lines 
were constructed prior to County ownership.  The proposed assessment, if every vacant 
lot owner paid $36 per year would generate a total of $414,000 as there are 
approximately 11,500 vacant lots in the PLUS service area.     
  
The proposal to increase the maintenance fee assessment will be discussed at the next 
PLUS Advisory Board meeting which is scheduled for Monday July 23, 2012 at 2:00 pm. 
  
Staff would also like to inform the Board that Tetra Tech is preparing a rate study for the 
PLUS and the results will be brought before the PLUS Advisory Board and the BOCC at 
a later date.  The rate increase is necessary to cover the operating costs, maintenance 
costs, and debt requirements for PLUS.  The PLUS rates have remained the same since 
May 22, 2007.     
  
It is important to note that there are numerous leaks in PLUS’s potable water distribution 
system that need to be addressed.  Therefore, PLUS needs to be financially prepared to 
address these leaks as they arise. 
  
Recommendation:  Assess all vacant residential lots within the PLUS service area a 
maintenance fee in the form of a $3 assessment on the trim notice. 

 


